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File No: 12/ 1WAI/ ENGG/P(167)/ 2023-24/ 

reg. 

INLAND WATERWAYS AUTHORITY OF INDIA 

Terms and conditions: 

(Ministry of Ports, Shipping and Waterways, Govt. oReoial office: 

"NOTICE INVITING QUOTATION" 
Subject:NIQ for repairing and maintenance of dredging pipelines of CSD Kallada in NW-1 

4. 

Sealed quotations are invited from the reputed & experience repairer for 
repairing & maintenance of dredging pipeline of CSD Kallada at Gaighat,Patna as per 
annexure-I on following terms and conditions, which can be downloaded from IWAI website 

(www.iwai.nic. in). 

5. 

6. 

1. The price may be quoted including all the cost such as labour, material, all taxes 
excluding GST which will be reimbursed as applicable on production of 
documentary evidence for depositing the same with concerned Govt. Deptt. No 
other charges shall be entertained. 

7 

2. The repair works must be comnpleted within 05 days from the date of receipt of 
work order. 

3. Copies of registration certificate of the firm, Pan Number, experience certificate of 
work, registration certificate of GST, bank details/ cancelled cheque shall be 
submitted along with quotation. 

SAGARMALA 

Gaighat, P. 0. - Gulzarbagh, 
Patna � 800007 

Phone/Tele fax :0612-23 10029 
E-mail: iwaiptn @rediffmail.com 

Date: 14.03.2024 

BOAY-Leo Pa03PEAITY 

90% payment shall be made by NIFT / RTGS within 15 days from the date of 
receipt of bill with relevant documents after successful conpletion of work and duly 
certification by officer concern and remaining 10% shall be released after 
completion of guarantee period of 180 days. The copy of RTGS details shall be 
submitted along with quotation. 
In case of delay in repair of work liquidity damage @ 0.5% per day subject to a 
maximum of 10% will be charged on total work value. 
The material/spares shall be used genuine spares. The pipeline must be repaired 
with renewal of same types of fittings and its materials. 
The replaced items/ material i.e. steel plate, angle or any other naterial scraps 
generated during the repair are to be taken over by the contractor at the prevailing 
market rate. 

guarantee for the period of 180 days from the date of completion of work. 

reason or any prior notice. 

8. All the items that are attended/supplied/repaired by the contractor shall 

ET4 4-13, 4e-1, 431, 

9 IWAI reserves the right to accept or canceled any quotations without assign in any 

10. Acceptance of above condition may be submitted along with quotation. 

h1: 0120-2544036/4009/404 1/252 1664 

HEAD OFFICE: A-13,SECTOR-1,NOIDA, 

GautamBudh Nagar (U.P..) :201301 
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The sealed quotations should reach to IWAI, Regional office, Gaighat, Gulzarbagh, 
Patna-800007 latest by 20.03.2024 at 15:00 hrs and will open on same day at 15:30 hrs. 
Delay in receipt of quotation, what so ever will not be entertained. 

Director 



BOQ for Repairing and Maintenance of Dredging Pipeline of CSD Kallada 
S1.No. 

1.1 

1.2 

Description of Work 
Dreging pipeline with floater of CSD Kallada 
having dimension: Dia:250mm and their 'U' 
|Clamp having dimension |Dia: 20mm and 
|L:94cml] is to be repaired /renewed after 
threading to be made of both ends approx 
5" in length and suitable fastener i.e. Nut 
and MS Washer of each set to be supplied 
for fitting with 'C' Channel of dredging 

pipeline(one set Comprising of 1 U clamp 
with 6nos Nut and 6 nos MS Washer as per 

direction of EIC. 
6mm thickness 'C Channel is to bel 

repaired/renewed per sample 

(Dim:L: 120cm, B=95 mm, H=40mm) and 
proper suitable hole tobe made in 6 points 
of each channel for clamping 'U' clamp with 

as 

Total In Rs. 

Total In Rs. 

Unit 

**** Excluding GST as applicable. 

Set 

No 

Qty. Rate Amount 

176 1050.00 

12 

Quoted rate in percentage below/higher than our estimated cost(+/-) 

AnneKure-I 

1400.00 

184800.00 

16800.00 

201600.00 

|dreging pipelines as per direction of EIC. 
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